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                            Why Tola?


                            Within Africa, Mobile Money is the defacto method of making
                                Payments.


                            
                                Tola Mobile provides integration with Mobile Money Wallet technologies across all of Africa.
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                                    Mobile Network Coverage
                                    

                                    We have operational connections to more countries and networks than any of our competitors.
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                                    Scalable Secure Transaction Platform

                                    Secure cloud-based platform, running our proven technology with high availability services giving 99.999% uptime.
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                                    Simple integration processes
                                    

                                    Our API
                                        is easy to use and our onboarding process is quick and efficient.

                                

                            
                        
 
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Tola Product

                            Tola.Wallet is a Mobile Money integration platform with connections to Mobile
                                Money Wallet technologies across all of Africa.
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                                    20 
Countries
                                            presently supported

                                    
                                
	
                                    40 
Mobile Money
                                            technologies integrated

                                    
                                
	
                                    In excess of 1 Billion 
Transactions already processed

                                    
                                
	
                                    Greater than $800M 
Transacted
                                            funds value

                                    
                                


                            


                            .. Our ambition is to connect to all Mobile Money technologies and provide one API to connect to them all ..
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                                As a sportsbook platform provider across multiple African markets mobile money plays a crucial role in our offerings. In this fast-paced industry, Tola Mobile has been instrumental in our successful rollout. Their extensive domain knowledge, strong relationships with operators in each market and remarkable ability to deploy quickly have been invaluable. Thanks to Tola Mobile, we have been able to navigate the challenges of this dynamic industry with confidence. We highly appreciate their expertise and unwavering support.
                                
Tzahi Asulin - CEO, B2Tech - operators of the Gal Sports Betting/GSB brands in Zambia & Uganda, WinWin in South Sudan, Winner Rwanda, Starbet Liberia, and providers to BWinners operating in The Gambia, Sierra Leone, Guinea Bissau and BWin in Zambia
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                                We would recommend Tola as a reliable and efficient payment solution for Businesses. We are satisfied with Tola’s ability to enhance our payment processes with the aim of increasing our customer’s satisfaction and increase revenue.
                                
Priscilla Muhiu, Country Director, Kenya
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                                Tola Mobile has been an incredible partner for our pan-African mobile payment needs. We are truly impressed by their expertise and support, and we highly recommend Tola Mobile for businesses looking for a reliable and streamlined payment solution.
                                
Kayode Muyibi, Head of Product, Betty Bingo
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                                We have used Tola mobile for our mobile money transaction management since we launched in 2021 in Zambia. Their service has been exceptional thus far reliable, functional and effective. I would surely recommend them to anyone looking for a more efficient way to manage their mobile money transactions.
                                
Ed Mordt, Manager MWOS Zambia
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                                Tola has played a pivotal role in Olabet's success in Mozambique since 2019. Their seamless Mobile Money Integration and transactional management platform,
                                    coupled with impeccable operational services, have been crucial factors driving our significant growth over the past 12 months.
                                    
 The reliability of Tola's technology instils confidence in our continued growth. As we look ahead, Tola remains our trusted partner, aligning with our vision for the future of Olabet in Mozambique. In a competitive market, Tola stands out as a strategic ally, and Olabet highly recommends their innovative and reliable
                                    solutions.
                                
Guo Many, CEO Olabet Mozambique
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                                The payment aggregator provider is essential on any platform, but it is even more important on online betting platforms, where transactions must be transparent,
                                    fast and in this sense, Tola Mobile has demonstrated technical capacity and total availability in supporting customers.
                                
Manuel Titosse, CFO Sojogo Mozambique
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                                Working with Tola Mobile has definitely had a positive impact on the launch of the BET258 operation. The integration of the country's leading Mobile Money payment solutions was done in time for the launch thanks to the expertise and quality support of the Tola team. Experience has shown us that working with a technical partner like Tola for such integrations saves precious time & energy that can therefore be reallocated to the development of our business.
                                
Quentin de Rozières, CEO Bet258 Mozambique
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                            Integrated MNOs 
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                        Tola.wallet features

                        
                            
                                
                                    Consolidated Reporting

                                    
                                        
                                            	
                                                    Single portal
                                                    
♦ Including multi-region deployments


                                                
                                                	
                                                    Statistics overview for volume & value
                                                
	
                                                    Detailed transaction drill down
                                                


                                        

                                    

                                        
                                

                            
                            
                                
                                    Transaction Integrity

                                    
                                        
                                            	
                                                    Multi-way reconciliation
                                                
	
                                                    Transaction recovery processes
                                                
	
                                                    Transaction error handling
                                                


                                        

                                    
    
                                

                            
                            
                                
                                    Bulk Payments

                                    
                                        
                                            	
                                                    Automated approval and sign-off
                                                
	
                                                    Scheduled Batch payments
                                                
	
                                                    Duplicate payment protection
                                                


                                        

                                    
                             
                                

                            
                        

                        

                        
                            Mobile Enablement Services   

                            Our Mobile Enablement services enable your services to be extended to every handset of your potential customer base.

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    SMS Messaging

                                    Communicate with your consumers to facilitate:

                                    
                                        
                                            	
                                                    Receipts
                                                
	
                                                    Notifications
                                                


                                        

                                        
                                            	
                                                    Promotion/Marketing
                                                
	
                                                    Customer initiated actions
                                                


                                        

                                    

                                
    
                            
                            
                                
                                    USSD and Telegram Menus

                                    
                                        
                                            	
                                                    Custom Menus
                                                
	
                                                    Works on any handset
                                                
	
                                                    Customer can consume info and request services
                                                


                                        

                                    
                                
                                

                            
                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        

                            How does Tola Work?


                            
                                The Tola Wallet platform provides a simple API for your
                                application to be able to initiate the payment methods and process transactions for
                                your business.
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                            Easy Onboarding

                            
                                
	Consume our API
	Test against the Tola Wallet platform 
	We provision and test your Paybills from the MNO


                            
                            
                                Subject to final testing you can operate and take payments from some of the largest numbers of potential customers, across Africa.

                            

                            
                                Once operational the Tola platform provides comprehensive
                                Reporting for all your services in all of your deployed regions, and ensures
                                transactional integrity of your funds in all of your Paybills.
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                            About Us


                            
                                Customers of Tola's services are merchants coming from all industries, including
                                e-Commerce, Transport & Logistics, Insurance, FinTech and Sportsbook based
                                Gambling &
                                Gaming.

                            
                                Tola Mobile was formed and has been processing traffic since 2015. In early 2022
                                we
                                departed our existing Group, through an MBO with funding through a consortium of
                                Investors.

                            
                                Tola Mobile operates with in-region presence throughout Africa and a core
                                Technology
                                team in Dublin, Ireland.

                            
                                The Tola Senior Management Team and Executives have deep industry experience
                                each
                                with 25 to 30 years in the IT and Telecoms industry from large multi-national
                                publicly traded organizations and start-up enterprises.
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